
2018-09-19 Water Project ZOOM CHAT

00:53:13 Elle Brogan 1710: Hey sorry Im late...Grace had a Circus Performance on
stilts then followed by a meeting with Matt Inglish about our site radios. He is going to
program two channels on roughly 20 radios and drop them to me this Sat to bring to site
00:54:24 Troy Reid: Thanks for the update Elle - good to know we have
radios for the working bee
00:57:03 Troy Reid: Hi Coral
00:59:36 Mark: hi Elle
01:00:50 Elle Brogan 1710: Hi Mark
01:05:17 Elle Brogan 1710: I would like to add an agenda item on the Aboriginal
Heritage...ok to be in line
01:05:50 Mark: hand up, Elle
01:06:16 Trevor Pitt 1767: I think everyone has agreed to keep the 50mm main
from the supply tanks to the site. Trevor’s idea is to not complete a full loop main at this
time but this could be a future upgrade. This would then be pretty much in accord with
Aarons plan. Trevor’s plan is to have a number of smaller tanks scattered through the
villages while Troy proposed something similar with fewer tanks but more capacity. I think
Barry has suggested 1000lt tanks at each toilet. Accordingly I think tonight we need to agree
on how many tanks and where. 
01:08:08 Trevor Pitt 1767: The OC has passed a motion that site works will not
proceed until Council (or the relevant statutory authority) has looked at our design and
confirmed it complies with their requirements.The working bee is scheduled to commence in
approx. 1 week (3 days now)Accordingly we need toObtain this confirmation in the next 7
days (recommended) (3 days now)OrDelay commencement until confirmation is
obtainedOrPut a motion to the OC to overturn the previous motion and install a system that
has not been approvedOrIgnore the OC decision and just do it anyway…. What are people
going to do anyway if it is all buried in the ground without approval (not recommended)
01:09:20 Troy Reid: http://dte.org.au/minutes/
01:23:01 Troy Reid: Whoever created the map can they have a detailed
meeting with Ellen outside this meeting to review compliance?
01:28:29 Troy Reid: Coral
01:35:09 Scouse: Hi TroyI wish to make some new Extension Leads whilst I'm at
Bylands.I was thinking of buying either 100 or 200 metres of HD Flex as well as 20 plugs
and sockets to make say 20 Leads at 20 metres or 10 at 20 metres, a few at 15 metres and
a few at 10 metres.200 metres of HD Flex is about $480 plus another $100 for plugs and
sockets.Can I have permission to purchase this and take it with me to make at Bylands, I
have an account at L & H.
01:35:58 Troy Reid:  http://dte.org.au/minutes/
01:36:47 Trevor Pitt 1767: This was the motion that went up with the item..That
we seek confirmation from Council that the proposed water upgrade meets their
requirements prior to site works being undertaken.
01:40:46 Troy Reid: Hi Scouse, I think you'll need to get budget approval
from Kathy or Don from the Bylands Working Bee budget. They have plenty of money so I
don't see it being a problem if they agree.
01:42:15 Scouse: The extension leads are primarily for Woorooma not Bylands.
01:45:12 Troy Reid: TPitt, can you pls confirm the date of the OC meeting?
01:46:47 Trevor Pitt 1767: Date dicsussed: 2018-08-23 21:14:07Meeting:
OCAgenda item: Approved Water Design 
01:46:57 Troy Reid: Thx Trevor
01:48:57 Troy Reid: Sorry I need to go - thank you everyone - good
efficient meeting :D
01:57:35 Elle Brogan 1710: Thanks Brother John


